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Special version with nickel plated cooling plate!

With this fullcover water block we offer the perfectly tailored cooling solution for your ASUS Maximus IV Extreme-Z Mainboard.

 

Description

Special version with nickel plated cooling plate!

With this fullcover water block we offer the perfectly tailored cooling solution for your ASUS Maximus IV Extreme-Z Mainboard.

The stock cooler of this Mainboard cools Southbridge, NF200Chip as well as the MOSFET modules with one Heatpipe which is
designed to work with large actively cooled CPU coolers. If you cool your CPU with water the Heatpipe does not receive the
required Airflow from the CPU cooler and is not able any more to sufficiently cool the  Mainboard.

We therefore recommend to cool both Chipsets and the VRM modules with water blocks to allows stable and safe operation and
OC.

With our new fullcover water block it is possible to cool both Southbridge and NF200 Chip as well as the VRM modules with one
water block which offers you the following advantages:

No more fittings in the expansion slot area, all slots are fully operable with this water block!
Only 2 fittings are required, even very large fittings are possible as the connection threads are outside of the expansion
slot area.
Not only the North- and Southbridge as well as the VRM modules are cooled, the water block also cools other heat-critical
components
To reduce strain on the Mainboard in the VRM area this water block is shipped with a solid backplate made from pure
copper (nickel plated)

This water block is the perfect expansion your you if you are already using a water cooled system.

IMPORTANT: The deinstallation of the stock chipset cooler may void your warranty, please work accordingly careful when
mounting this product. We are not responsible for any damages resulting from or during  installation of this product and will not be
liable.

Note: To protect the open X58 Northbridge we recommend our protection pad artikelnumber 31012, 31059 or 31060!  For the
Mosfets please use the included thermal pads, for the back plates the included rubber sheet! For the Southbridge and the NF200
chip please use an electrically non-conductive thermal compound such as the Arctic MX series.

 

Specifications

Specifications:

Overall dimensions without fittings: 245 x 126,5 x 27mm (L x W x H)
Weight: ~260g
Cooling plate: Pure copper (nickel plated) 5mm (mosfet) 3mm (Chipsets)
Top plate: POM black
Connection thread: G1/4"

The water block is shipped without fittings, please order fittings separately if needed!
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Manufacturer: MIPS Computer Gmbh

Additional Information

SKU MCH4088

Weight 1.0000

Chipset Motherboard Asus Maximus IV Extreme

Block Style Nickel-Acetal


